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(Abstract)

A factorial design with 48 student teachers was used to study the
effect of a Social Studies curriculum course, self-confrontation
on videotape, videotape-coding practice, and Guided Self-Analysis
(GSA) upon the nature of teacher questions, tiacher responses,
total teacher talk, and teacher/pupil talk patterns. It was con-
eluded that the GSA effected behavior change although its component

vm4 parts (self-confrontation and videotape-coding) did not. It ap-
rm.4 pears that the GSA induces dissonance by structuring the subject's

perception in such a way that he identifies discrepancies between
sitt his ideal and his actual behavior. Behavior change is promoted by
CM the drive for consonance and is facilitated by the operational

nature of the GSA schedules.CMw
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GUIDED Si Lls'-ANALYSIS AND TEACHER EDUCATION

In supporting pupil learning an effective teacher is able to make
wise selections from an extensive repertoire of teaching behaviors. Such com-
petence requires:

I. an adequate cognitive structuring of the teaching/
learning process,

2 performance skills ler the achievement of objectives, and

a a communicative relatonship between the teacher's cog-
nitive system and his behavior system.

An adequate concestualization of the teaching/learning. process will
include the relationship betweem teacher performance and pupil performance.
The teacher's interaction with pupils can then reflect his conception of his role
and of C.eacher-pupil. role relations. Frequently, however, a teacher's concept
of his professional role is fashioned in some context other than tie one in which
he teaches. Pis actual teaching behavior may be guided more by the folk wis-
dom of teaches, than by his professional kn.owledge. His behavior then reflects
a folk-image reeher than a professional image of teacher role and of teacher
pupil interaction.

A prominent goal in pre-service teacher education is the concurrent
development of a conceptual framework and a repertoire of teaching behaviors.
This principle- of .concurrence most often results in teaching practice interspersed
with lectures and serainarS'. .Thesstudent teacher is intended to come to greater
understanding of teaching and learning and to apply his insights in his practice
teaching. Microteaching and microsimulation are more systematic attempts to
develop cognitive structure and behavior repertoire concurrently. The student
teacher is presented with perceptual models (films or video tape) of desired be-
haviors and provided with discrimination training (cueing) to focus his attention
on salient aspects of the performance. With a class of limited size the student
teacher then practises the behaviors he has observed. In the rnlcroteacbing
setting the student teacher is expected to develop certain skills to criterion level.
It is assumed that the ability to use such skills effectively will transfer to the
classroom setting in which he will teach. Such an assumption may not be war-
ranted since the stimuli impinging upon the teacher in the classroom differ from
those in microteaching both in diversity and intensity.

The Guided Self-Analysis (GSA) system for professsional development
provides a ineans of extending both the cognitive structure of the teaching/`learning
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process and the repertoire of teaching behaviors. The focus of such professional
development is the actual behavior of the teacher, in his owe. classroom. The
teacher uses several schedules secluntially to code specific teaching behaviors
observed in a video taped teaching/learning episode. Each one contributes to
a cumulative profile of the teaching behaviors manifested. 'Use of several suc-
cessive schedules permits the teacher to focus on a manageable number of
categories at any one time .(three to five) .

Three principles are emphasized in each of the schedules of GSA
Program. III - Teaching for. Inquiry:

1. There is a close relationship between the teacher
behaviors considered in that schedule and the nature
of pupil thinking;

2. The teacher who is anxious to facilitate the develop-
ment of thinking skills in pupils must be sensitive to
the nature of his own teaching behaviors and to the
kinds of thinking those behaviors require of pupils;

3. The teacher can acquire this sensitivity by actually
identifying and classifying his own teaching behaviors.

Parsons' development of the GSA is the expression of a theoretical
orientation as much as it is the pragmatic development of an effective procedure.
The first key concept is that of cognitive structure or cognitive map according to
which an individual acts, and according to which the individual's perception of
reality is determined. A second key concept is the principle of cognitive con-
sonance, that the individual strives for consonance among his cognitions and, if
an imbalance or inconsistency occurs, he will change his behavior or his percep-
tions to achieve consonance. A third concept is that by structuring an individual's
perception, dissonance can be induced and, if the means of structuring perception
also operationalizes the behaviors appropriate to dissonance-reduction, behavior
change will be promoted. The resultant behavior change will be related to per-
ceptual change, i.e., change in cognitive structure Behavior change may be
further enhanced by selective reinforcement.

In. order to consider the functions of the GSA in terms of theoretical
principles it is necessary to identify the activities in which the teacher-observer
engages.

A. First guided self-analysis

Record on video tape self interacting with-pupils



2. View video tape of self interacting with pupils

3. Familiarize self with coding categories

4 Analyze own behavior (identify specific behaviors,
discriminate between behaviors in different but
related ategories)

Sum frequencies, compute proportions, construct profiles

6. Compare profiles with interpretive figures and characterize
own teaching behavior

7. Make inferences about learning consequences of observed
teaching behavior

8. Formulate operational goals and make a commitment to
achieving them

B. Inter-taping period
1. Observe pattern and flow of interaction in terms of a new

perceptual set which involves increased awareness of own
behavior and increased awarenesss of pupil response

2. Continue tentative reintegration of the cognitive map

C. Second guided self-analysis

1. - 6. Same as first time
7. Compare with own previous profiles

8. Characterize the observed changes

9. Make inferences about the learning consequences of the
observed changes

10. Formulate operational goals and make a commitment to
achieving them

D. Inter taping period

* * d 4

The immediate effects of recording and viewing his own behavior (A.
1, 2) will differ for each teacher depending on such personality factors as self-
confidence. It is not likely to be particularly threatening, in fact many teachers
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focus attention on aspects of phys:cal appearance and general demeanor and are
positively impressed by the Appearance of greater poise than they anticipate.

The aiwlysis, characterization, and interpretation of his own teaching
nehavior (A. 4 through 7) E:erve,t4 to clarify and operationalize teacher behavior in
relation to pupil behavior and learning. in so doing it structures the teacher-
observer,s perception so that he examines the pattern and flow of interaction, and
especially the nature of his own behavior, in terms of a. professional image rather
than a folk image of teacher functioning. However, at any one time he is focusing
intensively on a very few categories of behavior and tallying the frequency of their
occurrence. Consequently, when he summarizes and interprets his observations,
he is unable to dismiss the discrepancies between his own observed behavior and
his increasingly operationalized ideal. The observed discrepancies induce substan-
tial dissonance, contribute to intrapsychic tension and a generalized goal of tension
reduction. The tension can only be reduced by lessening the dissonance which in
turn depends upon reducing the gap between ideal and observed behavior.

The GSA procedure itself directs the participant to the solution for
his tension. The very procedure which enables him observe discrepancies between
ideal and observed behavior, requires him to conceptualize those behaviors in op-
erational terms and to repeatedly test his grasp of that conceptualization by using
it to make decisions about the category in which to tally elements of his own be-
havior. Hence, he knows precisely what behavioral changes he must make in order
to reduce observed discrepancies. The generalized goal of tension reduction can
be transformed through goal clarification into a positive motivation to achieve speci-
fic behavioral changes. This effect is enhanced by the requirement that the teacher-
observer not only characterize his observed behavior but that he make a written
commitment to himself regarding specific behavioral changes he desires to make.

The behavior categories and their relation to children's thinking and to
the flow of classroom interaction may have challenged some aspects of the teacher's
folk wisdom about teacher behavior. By so doing they have introduced dissonance
into his cognitive map, dissonance which can only be resolved by reintegration of
the map. Comprehension of the coding schedules and their application to the analy-
sis of his own behavior will make them candidates for a prime place in his concept-
ualization of classroom interaction. Tentative reintegration of the cognitive map
will be proceeding throughout the process of self-analysis. The cognitive map will
incorporate elements from the coding schedules and will probably tend toward the
overall conceptualization reflected in them.

Serious attention to the modification of behavior will take place in they
inter-taping period. The revised cognitive map .activates a changed perceptual set
so that elements of interaction are now differentiated of which the teacher would



previously have been unaware. More strongly positive and negative values are
associated with specific behaviors than previously and the manifestation of those
behaviors is accompanied by feelings of satisfaction or of guilt. In this way
selective reinforcement contributes to the restructurirg of behavior. Efforts to
reintegrate the cognitive mp continue and are affected by perceptions of the con-
sequences of changed behavior.

The second guided self-analysis reinforces the effects of the first.
The dissonance will be reinforced by observed discrepancies between desirpd and
observed behavior. The corresponding intrapsychic tension will be increased,
particularly for those who may have expected to observe dramatic behavioral
change. Some may find that their behavior appears to be less productive than on
the previous occasion and that will further heighten anxiety even though a person
might be expected to be ineffective initially in the attempt to use unfamiliar be-
havior patterns. The perception of operational goals is also reinforced.

An element of much greater significance in the second analysis than
the first is the selective reinforcing effect on elements of behavior change. Chaige
in a desired direction is documented and its very identification contributes to a
feeling of satisfaction which tend to reinforce the observed behavior and increase
the probability that it will occur more frequently. The resulting positive motivational

o r c e will occur more frequently. The resulting positive motivational force will
interact with the motivation to reduce dissonance in the ongoing process of reinte-
grating the cognitive map and reorganizing the system of expressive behavior.
Even perceived dissonance reduction in terms of reduction of the discrepancy be-
tween desired and observed behavior will serve as positive reinforcement for con-
tinuing behavior change. To the extent that a teacher's perception of the behavior
analyzed is consistent with his cognitive map, the reintegration of the map is
reinforced.

Operant conditioning in which the consequences of behaviors are modified
in order to modify the behavior is activated to some extent in the GSA procedure.
That is, modified, behavior tends to create a different social context. The process
might be summarized as follows: modification of the cognitive map

4frreintegration of the cognitive map

different perLptual set
changed transactions with pupils

changed transacted role

further perceptual change



More rewarding transactions with pupils consequences of behavior change)
will provide positive reinforcement of the operant behaviors. The change becomes
self-reinforcing.

The application of theoretical principles in the GSA procedure may be
summarized as follows. Each teacher has a unique mazeway or assumptive world
which, in large measure, determines what he will perceive and what he will regard
as significant in the world around him. One of the mechanisms by which a person
maintains cognitive consonanco is this tendency to perceive that which, confirms his
images of self and others. The GSA structures his perception according to a differ-
ent set of assumptions and the process of coding his own behavior requires that he
perceive phenomena which challenge his own assumptions and confirm those inherent
in the procedure. Moreover, he confronts himself with major discrepancies between
his cognitive map and his expressive behavior. Dissonance is induced within the cog-
nitive map and between the map and the system of expressive behavior.

The teacher is willing to tentatively adopt the assumptions implicit in
the GSA because they are in some measure congruent with his professional know-
ledge even though that knowledge has not extensively penetrated his folk wisdom.
It has not been operationalized and incorporated in his actual teaching behavior. Al-
though, at a superficial level, he may have selectively perceived "evidence" of his
professional functioning, a folk image has dominated his actual behavior. His pro-
fessional knowledge may represent an area of the mazeway that is not available to
guide his behavior in the classroom. Reintegration of the cognitive map involves not
only the incorporation of new elements but the activation ct old elements as new re-
lationships are perceived.

The participant's role as a teacher is a dominant aspect of his identity
when he is functioning in the classroom. In terms of Wallace's postulates about
identity, the GSA enables the observer to

1. operationalize and modify his perception of ideal
identity,

2. operationalize and modify his perception of feared
identity, and

3. obtain feedback about real identity, i.e., observed
behavior.

Since the identity aspect under consideration is highly salient, i.e., it is close to the
"core self," perceived discrepancies will result in considerable identity work to re-
duce the distance between ideal and real identity. Once the discrepancy has been
brought to the level of conscious awareness, the participant's self-esteem .depends
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on reducing that discrepancy. The resulting ideAtity work is directed toward ob-
taining feedback justifying the resetting of real identity at a more acceptable
level and the operational nature of the concepts incorporated in the GSA will be
a major determinant of the nature of the identity work. Furthermore, since
identity work is effort designed to bring into the perceptual field feedback giving
evidence of reduced distprice between ideal. and real identity, the. provision of
such feedback in the course of repeated self - analysis will serve to positively
reinforce appropriate behavior change.

lour asp; of the Stud

The purpose of this study was to identify the treatment effects of
specific elements in the GSA procedure on the verbal behavior of pre-service
intermediate teachers. Program III - Teaching for Inquiry (Parsons and Smith,
1968) was selected as representative of the GSA procedure. Although the in.ethod
could conceivably be used to promote change in any aspect of behavior, the pros
gram investigated focuses on the verbal behavior of teachers and, to a lesser
extent, of pupils. Three factors are incorporated in the method and are there-
fore, of interest in the study:,

1. self-confrontation using video tape,

2. coding behavior using a systematic scheme, and
3. self-coding, the actual coding of one's own teaching

behavior.

The rationale for the GSA approach suggests that the effects of the
three factors will be additive and that the actual coding of one's Own behavior will
show the greatest effect since it will enhance the effects of the other two
factors.

The criterion variables used in testing hypotheses were indices of
interaction. derived from sixteen variables in four categories:

1. questioning strategies

2. response strategies

3. total teacher talk

4. teacher/pupil talk patterns



The GSA was developed for use with experienced teachers in an in-service
training program. In this study it was used in conjunction with a pre-service teacher
education course in social science curriculum. Since the effect of the course could
possibly confound the effects of factors in the GSA procedure, the study was design-
ed to identify the effect of the curriculum course in addition to the three treatment
factors in the GSA system.

Hypotheses

The major research hypothesis could be stated generally as: There
are no statistically significant treatment effects on the verbal behavior of pre-
service intermediate teachers.

Five effects were of interest:

inquiry orientation (the Social Science curriculum course)

2. self-confrontation (on video tape)

3. coding (the use of schedules to Code teaching behavior
other then their own)

4. self-analysis (the full GSA treatment)

5. 'interaction of self-confrontation and coding

Since the dependent variables were six indices of interaction (general in-
dex, quest'ioning index, response index, teacher talk index, and total talk index, and
length of utteraiva index), the test for treatment effects on the general index of
interaction became the test of the major hypothesis. Multivariate tests for treat-
ment effects on the other five indices were tests of subsidiary hypotheses.

METHOD

The Sample

Subjects were forty University of California student teachers enrolled in
the investigator's Social Science curriculum course and student teaching in third;
fourth, fifth or sixth grade classrooms. A table of random numbers was used to
assign the forty students to five treatment groups of the basic design. Inspection
revealed the groups to be similar on such criteria as average grade level of school
placement and proportion of subjects in urban schools.
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Eight student te..ac,her,,5 either entezeci the program .vith advance
credit or had enrolled La a Social Issues COWNER; as an alternative to the Socit
Science Curriculum course. The eight were used as subjects in a sixth group,
no-treatment control group imladed to enable the investigaizr to estimate the ef-
fects of the curriculum course. Since these subjects were not randomly assigned
but were, in an indirect way, self-selected it cannot be assumed that they wel:c
drawn from the same populadon as the other forty subjects. Therefore, findings
resulting from their inclusio-. in the analysis are considered tc be highly tentative.

With a sample of limited size the assumption of equivalence on the
basis of random assignment is tenuous. For this reason video tapes of all sub-
jects were obtained at the outset and analyzed to obtain me. Ares on the criterion
variables. Multivariate analysis of variance revealed no statistically significant
differences between the six groups.

The, Desin

A randomized factorial design was used to identify the effects of thre.
factors inherent in h (SA E ach factcl,. had only two levels since it was eithet
included in the treatment or excluded from it. A complete three factor design
would comprise eight subclasses or cells in a 2 x 2 x 2 layout. However, since'
the inclusion of self-coding is dependent upon the other two factors, three cells
are eliminated. The resulting incomplete factorial design comprising five sub-
classes* is adequate for the analysis and estimation of effects.

The necessity of estimating the main effect of a fourth factor, the
curriculum course , could change the design to a 2 x 2 x 2x2 layout with sixteen
subclasses. However, only one group was added, a no-treatment control group,
to permit tentative estimation of the effect of the curriculum course. The basic
design is represented in the upper half of Figure 1. The theoretical extension of
the design is indicated by broken. lines and the lower right hand cell represents
the "no-treatment" control group.

Ec ui Mate0als

GSA schedules. Subjects used schedules A, B, C and D of GSA Pro-
gram III, Teaching for Inquiry.

Video Lam re orclz cr aggi rnent. Both data collection and exparimentil
treatment required the use of video tape recordings. A portable Sony. SV 2400
videocorder was used for classroom recording and a Sony SV 300 videocorder watt
used for playback. To facilitate analysis of video tape recordings studio equipmet'
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was used to transcribe ten minute segments enabling the investigator to consolidate
recordings of five or six subjects or a single one-hour tape.

BE.aLimental Procedgre§

The independent variables in this study were three factors inherent in
the GSA and a fourth factor, the Social Science curriculum course. For the pur-
pose of the study the GSA was subdivided into seli-confrontatiork using video tape,
gal= using a video tape of someone else and selfclim or self analysic.' The
curriculum course was designated as AL 191oriviltaLtio.

The schedule of treatments for each of the six subclasses is summarized
in Figure 2. Several factors combined to shorten the treatment period to six weeks
for some subjects. The fourth or final video tape was not obtained for five of the
eight subjects in the full treatment (GSA) group which meant that the "post - treatment"
analysis was carried out on their third tape. This difficulty was compounded by the
fact that GSA Schedules C and D were not printed in time for the outset of the ex-
periment so subjects could not be trained in their use until late in the experimental
period. In fact, subjects in the full treatment group did not use Schedule D for
self-coding until their third tape. Thus the effects of that schedule are net evident
in the data. This is clearly a violation of the GSA procedure since the schedules
are inter-related and designed to be used sequentially on each video tape.

After a pre-treatment video tape was obtained for each of the forty-
eight subjects, half of them (groups 1, 2 and 4) were given practice in the use of
GSA Schedule A on a video tape of someone else. Subjects in the full treatment
group (1) used Schedules A and B to code their own behavior from their first video-
tape and subjects of groups 2 and 3 viewed their video tapes without coding their
behavior specifically. A second training session in behavior coding (groups 1, 2
and 4) pv-6 subejets instruction and practice in the use of Schedules A and B. A

second" video taping followed for groups 1, 2 and 3 and it was followed in turn by
self-coding (group 1) using Schedules A, B and C, and behavior-coding training and
practice (groups 1, 2 and 4) using the same schedules. Schedule D was not intro-
duced to these groups and only, used by members of group 1 after the third video
tape recording (groups 1, 2 and 3) at which time subjects in the full treatment group
used all four schedules. A final post treatment video tape was obtained for all sub-
jects but five.

rnquir cx,..LT..ientation. The investigator's Social Science curriculum course
presented models of "inquiry-oriented teaching" by means of video tape, demonstra-
tion and actility. Teaching strategies were analyzed and student teachers were as-
sisted to apply their insights to their own teaching. Guests in the course included
Richard Suchman,. Charles Lavaroni, Arthur Costa and Selma Wassermann.

A
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For groups 10 20 3, 4 and 5 inquiry orientation (the Social Science
curriculum course) preceded the pre treatment videotape and
continued for the duration of the experiment.
**All subjects were videotaped for data-gathering purposes; members
of groups 4, 5 and 6 did not view their videotapes.
**Mr five of the eight subjects in subclass 1 no fourth videotape
was obtained and the third tape was analyzed as the post treatment
tape.

FIGURE 2.

SCHEDULE OF TREATMENTS
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Self-confrontation (video ,to.w). The treatment factor identified as self-
confrontation involved the subject's use of the video tape recording as a means of ob-
taining feedback about his interaction with pupils in the classroom. This must be
distinguished from the use of video tape recording for data gathering since all sub-
jects were video taped at the beginning and at the end of the experiment for the lat-
ter purpose. Those for whom self-confrontation was not a part of the treatment
were not permitted to view their first video tapes until the experiment was concluded.

To make self-confrontation possible for a subject, the investigator made
an advance appointment with him at the subject's convenience to video tape fifteen to
twenty minutes of classroom interaction between student teacher and pupils. The re-
sulting video tape was labelled and made available to the subject to view when he
wished and as often as he wished. When the subject wished to view his tape he could
obtain it from the research room on any weekday from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. and by taking .

it to the Education Media Center he could view it immediately. The subject was en-
couraged to view his video tape as soon as possible after a session was recorded and
r e ques.te d to view it within a week. It was suggested that he view it right through
once without attempting to record criticisms although he might note his reactions.
Additional viewings would permit him to observe elements he wished to examine
and strengths or weaknesses he wished to note. Student teachers were asked to
write down their reactions to the self-confrontation including self-criticism and
self-praise. They were free to invite their instructors, their supervisors, or their
peers to watch the video tape with them but it was stressed that the video tape was
for their personal use and would not be considered in any grading that might take
place in the curriculum course or in the supervised teaching. On the occasions
when student teachers asked the researcher's evaluation of their teaching based on
his observation in the classroom and his viewing of the tape, he intentionally avoid-
ed reference to the categories of the self-analysis schedules. Instead he attempted
to probe the comments and responses of the subject. He took it as an opportunity
to gain insight into the way the subject perceived his role and into the effect of the
self-confrontation on the subject's perception.

Behavior codiwz. Familiarity with the operational definitions for cate-
gories in the four GSA schedules used in the study and practice in coding a sample
tape using the schedules comprised this treatment factor. One schedule was intro-
duced to subjects who were asked to study it at home and to return prepared to use
it in the analysis of a video taped classroom sequence. Eachcsubject coded several.
minutes of classroom interaction. Results (frequencies of tallies in each category)
were compared and discussed and the same sequence was coded a second time
During the second coding the recorder was stopped frequently for discussion of the
operational definitions and the specific examples being coded. Schedule B was add-
ed before the second session and Schedule C before the third. Contrary to advance
plans, Schedule D was not introduced at all. Subjects in group 2 were not forbidden
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to take the schedules with them when they watched their own video tapes. However,
they did not systematically code their own behavior as did the subjects of group 1.

Self-coding. The nature of this treatment factor is fairly clear in the
description of the GSA schedules. Subjects in group 1 not only underwent self-
confrontation on video tape and participated in the training sessions for behaviok
coding using the schedules but also coded their own teaching behavior as `they view-
ed it .en video tape. Initially they used only Schedules A and B; on the second
tape they added C and, on the third, D. These subjects specifically coded, their
own teaching behaviors, and answered all the questions dealing with their percep-
tion of both their real and their ideal profile or teaching style. They were re-
quired to make decisions and commitments about their behavior (to themselves, but
commitments nonetheless).

Data Collection Procedures

Analysis of video tapes. Pre treatment and post treatment videO tapes
of each subject were saved for analysis, a total of ninety -six taped classroom se7
quences. Data from the analysis of *video tapes were used to test .experimental
hypotheses and to estimate the treatment' effects of the independent v.ariables. Ad7,
ditional data were gathered by interview and written responses to assist in the inter-
pretation of findings. It has been observed that the',GSA is designed as a clinical
intervention device rather than as 'a research tool. HoWever, the investigator de-
cided to use the GSA schedules for analysis of video tapes since they provided the,
most direct means of obtaining data on the criterion variables.

Video tapes were analyzed by three judges who were familiar with the
GSA and.had practised Boding 'and comparing results. Inter-observer reliability
was estimated-using ScOtt,s coefficient (Scott, 1955) as modified by F,landers (1965).
Reliability coefficients ranged from .651 to 1.0 with coefficients higheilhan .850
in.two-4thirds' of the cases examined. Intra-observer reliability (consistency over
time) was also found to be high (7.850).

Additional sources of data. Data on criterion.performan6e"on the six-
teen dvariables. drawn from GSA Schedules A, B, C and D were used.for all statistical
analyses in this experiment. In addition to the readily-quantifiable' .data drawn from
Schedule D, information about peer-to-peer interaction and extended interaction between
the teacher and individual pupils was obtained by careful examination of the coded'
patterns. Moreover, data were obtained by several other .means to enable the
vestigator to interpret findings. GSA schedules used for self analysis by "s"ubjects
in the full treatment group were obtained in order to ascertain the subject's Own
perception of this teaching behavior as he analyzed it. Answers to questions in



which the subject drew inferences about the effects of his behavior on pupil think-
ing and described desired changes in, his own teaching behavior were expected to
be of greatest value to the investigator.

All subjects who experienced self-confrontation were asked to keep
notes of their reactions to viewing their own behavior on video tape and of their
criticism, both positive and negative, of their teaching. These comments were
obtained from them for analysis by the investigator.

Interview data were obtained at every opportunity. Many interviews
were both impromptu and unstructured and frequently were initiated by a subject
who asked the investigator for criticism based on the latter's observation in the
subject's classroom and of his video tape. In such circumstances the Investigator
sought to allow the subject to direct the course of the interview while he inserted
probes based on observations made by the subject. These interviews provided
valuable information about the subject's perception of his role, his "master
teacher," his pupils and his relationships with both. Not all interviews were
impromptu, however. The investigator scheduled interviews with each member of
the full treatment group and with some other subjects after completion of the
experiment. These interviews, too, were largely unstructured. The interview
was initiated by a statement such as, "You could help me a lot if you would tell
me how you felt about self-analysis," or "I was interested in what you said about
... (in your notes). Could you tell me more about it?" Once the interview was
underway, the interviewer attempted to play the role of an interested and reflective
listener, structuring the interview minimally. Interezt was expressed, examples
sought, and meanings clarified. The interviews were rich in data and contributed
substantially to the interpretation of findings.

Han of the A nalys is

Inde_pendent variables. The following four independent variables were
chosen as important in the context of the experiment andjor inherent in the nature
of the GSA:

Factor (A) - Inquiry Orientation

Factor (B) - Self-Confrontation

Factor (C) - Behavior Coding

Factor (D) - Self-Coding

Levels. Only two levels were considered for each factor, included
or excluded.
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Choice of risk levelt'..x Partially on the basis of this experiment
recommendations will be made regarding teacher education and funding may be
sought for continued experimentation. Therefore, even though the risk of Type
II error was considered relatively high, it was decided to choose a reasonably
small Type I risk, cry 0.05. All decisions were made at that level and other
values of ex are reported solely to establish trends.

Dependent (criterion) variables. The dependent variables were of two
types, those obtained directly from analysis of video tape recordings and those
derived from the direct variables.

From the sixteen direct variables five indices of interaction were
derived, as follows:

1. Questioning strategies

2. Response strategies

. Total teacher talk

4; ' Teacher/pupil talk patterns

t

leading + probing
rhetorical +.basic

extending
closure + sustaining

questions + responses
instruction + discipline + other

proportion of teacher talk
porportion of pupil talk

average length of teacher utterance
average length of pupil utterance

One final criterion variable, a general index of interaction, was com-
puted by summing the indices derived from the first three schedules (questioning
strategies, response strategies and total teacher talk) with the mean of the two
indices derived from Schedule D (teacher/pupil talk patterns).

EGii = 1)5 LNTH
R+B C+S l+D+0 2 0/0T 2 LNTH T

The six derived variables were used for hypothesis tests and estimates
of effects were obtained for all variables in order to interpret the results of
hypothesis tests with greater precision.

atat.istictssitdmIt. The major research hypothesis was tested using
a factorial univariate analysis of variance with the general index of interaction as
the independent variable (Table IX). This hypothesis test revealed a statistically
significant treatment effect for self-coding ( p.4.0005) and no other statistically
sigpifie ant effects were found.
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A factorial multivariate analysis of variance with the five separate
indices as dependent variables was performed since one hypothesis under test
was rejected. in order to determine the direction and relaiive size of the
effect on each dependent variable least-squares estimates of effects Were com-
puted for the six indices and for the sixteen original variables.

Observed subclass means for the criterion variable, the general index
of interaction, are found in Table VIII. The mean index for those who underwent
guided self-analysis was almost U (5.83)e, approximately double the mean index for
each of the four groups who received inquiry orientation, and part or none of the
self-analysis treatment, and almost four times the mean index of the no treatment
,3vntrol group.

The least-squares estimates of effects were computed and standardized
to facilitate interpretation (Table X). Factor D, self-coding, accounted for an
effect equivalent to 1.6 standard deviations on the general index of interaction.

Observed subclass means for the five indices under considerat4rn gre
presented in Table XI. The questioning index is the ratio of leading and pvol
questions to rhetorical and basic questions. The observed mean index of the guided
self-analysis group (1.92) was approximately three times as great as that of the
group which experienced the full treatment except for self-coding (.67), almost five
times as great as the mean of the group which received only inquiry orientation
(.43), and almost twelve times as great as that of the no treatment control
group (.16).

The ratio of extending responses to sustaining and closure responses
is the response index. The tbserved mean index of the guided self-analysis
group (.32) was more than double that of the group which experienced all btxtself-
coding (.12), triple that of the 'inquiry orientation only group (.10), and five times
that of the no treatment control group (.06).

The teacher talk indek, a measure of the immediacy of interaction, is
the ratio of questions and responses to all other talk. The observed mean index
of the guided self-analysis group (2.89) was more than double. that of the all but
self-coding group (1.35) and almost triple that of the no treatment control group
(.98). Unlike the trend of the two previous indices, the inquiry orientation only
group had an observed mean (2.02) higher than all but the guided self-analysis
group.

Two indices derived from the teacher/pupil talk patterns schedule are
the ratio of total pupil talk to total teacher talk and the ratio of average length
of pupil utterance to average length of teacher utterance. The only clear trend
in these two indices was in the relation of the no treatment control group mean
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to the means of other groups. For the two indices the control group bad means
of .40 and .37 respectively compared to ranges of .50 to .91 and .50 03 .50 to
.73 for the other groups.

In the multivariate hypothesis tests only one factor was found to have
a statistically significant effect on the five indices of interaction. That factor
was self-coding, p .0049 (Table XVI). The construction of confidence bounds
revealed that the effect of self-coding on the questioning index alone was sufficient
to account for the rejection of the multivariate hypothesis.

Estimation of Effects

Least-squares estimates of the effects of four factors and one inter-
action on the five indices of interaction was computed and standardized (Table
SVIII). In addition estimates of effects were computed f ©r all sixteen original
criterion variables.

Questioning strategies. The interaction index for questioning strategies
is designed to indicate the ratio of questions requiring more complex pupil thinking
and a greater amount of pupil thinking activity to those questions requiring less
complex pupil thinking and a lesser amount of thinking activity. Self-coding accounted
for an effect equivalent to almost two standard deviations. Thus, for this index the
group which experienced the full self-analysis treatment had a mean score Of 1.294
compared to .335 for the in-class control group and .232 for the no treatment con-
trol group. Their mean ratio of higher order questions to lower order questions
was more than five times greater than that of the no treatment group and two and
one-half times greater than the mean of the next highest group, a group which had
experienced the whole treatment except self-coding.,

1 ft.

Examination of the least-squares estimates ot44Acts on the original
four variables under questioning strategies permits even more precise character-
ization of the effects of self-coding (Table XIX). Self-coding appears to account
for a decrease of .844 standard deviations in rhetorical questions, a similar decrease
in basic questions, an increase of .868 standard deviations in leading questions and
an increase of a full standard deviation in probing questions. The self-coding group
achieved a mean ,of 22.94% probing questions compared to 12.58% for the group which
had the full treatment except for coding their own behavior, and means of 8.66% and
4.74% for the in-class and no treatment control groups respectively (Table XX).

Response strategies. The interaction index for response strategies
reflects the ratio of responses which increase the complexity and amount of pupil
thinking to responses which decrease or merely maintain the complexity and amount
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of pupil thinking. The mean of the self-coding group (1.919) was more than doubly
that of any other group and more than ten times greater than the mean of the no
treatment group (.162), Self-coding appears to have had an effect of 1.194 standard
deviations on this index.

The specific nature of the effect appears to have been to decrease closure
responses .713 standard deviations, decrease sustaining responses .412 and increase
extending' responses more than a full standard deviation, 1.141 (Table XXI) . The
self-coding group used fewer closure responses than any other group (9.64%), fewer
sustaining; responses (67.14%) and more than double the percentage of extending
responses (22.49%) . For the self-coding group over three of every ten responses
to students were extending. For all other groups only one response in ten was ex-
tending (Table XXII).

Total teacher talk. The teacher talk index is the ratio' of questions and
responses to all other categories of talk. It is intended to indicate the immediacy
of interaction since the numerator consists of utterances intended to elicit directly
a pupil response or to respond to eliciting behavior on the part of the pupil. The
subsumed category, rhetorical questions, not designed to elicit a response is small
enough that it should not unduly influence the index. Once again self-coding appears
to have had an effect greater than a full standard deviation, 1.357 (Table XM).
The mean index of the self-coding group 2.891, is almost 50% greater than that of
any other group and is close to three times greater than the mean index of the no
treatment control group.

The specific effect of self-coding appears to have been to reduce instruc-
tion by one standard deviation, to increase questions more than half a standard
deviation and to increase responses almost a full standard deviation. Percentage
of teacher talk constituting instruction ranged from 28.39% for the self-coding group
to 51.54% for the no treatment control group. Questions ranged from 44.75% to
29.09% and responses from 23.14% to 15.83% for the same groups (Table XXIV).

TeaclAlla. LIRA talk )atterns. Two indices of teacher/pupil talk patterns
arc the ratio of total, pupil talk to total teacher talk and the ratio of the average
length of pupil utterance to the average length of teacher utterance. These indices
are intended to reflect the extent to which a teacher, allows pupils to express them-
selves and to develop their own ideas. Self-coding does not appear to have had a
substantial effect on these indices (Table XXV) although the self-coding group had
the shortest average teacher utterance and longest average pupil utterance of any
group (Table XXVI).



A trend in the data. Least-squares estimates of effect suggest that
Factor A, inquiry orientation, had a Substantial effect 'even though no hypothesis
relating to it was rejected at an acceptable confidence level. This trend mustbe
interpreted. with considerable caution, especially since the no treatment control
group on which one side of the comparison is based was the only group to which
subjects. were not randomly assigned. There was an apparent effect of almost a
full standard deviation on the general index of interaction. Inquiry orientation
appears to be responsible for a decrease of approximately one standard deviation
in rheterical questions with two-thirds of the corresponding increase in leading
qu6stions and one:-third in probing. The teacher talk index appears to have been
affected. about one standard 'deviation by inquiry orientation with. more than a
Standard deviation's decrease in instruction, a concomitant increase in questions.
and lesser increase in responses.' The .same factor appears to account for a
decrease of .753 standard deviations in percentage of teacher talk, a similar
increase in percentage of pupil talk, a decrease of 1.7 standard deviations in
average.length of teadher utterance and a small increase in length of pupil utterance.

1? indings

1. Self-coding clearly haS an effect on the verbal teaching
behavior of pre-service intermediate teachers.

2. The, effect of self-coding is greatest on questioning strategies,
but also substantial on response strategies and total teacher
talk.

3. Self-coding was effective in decreasing the frequency of such
negatively-vaned behaviors as rhetorical questions, basic
questions, closure responses and instruction.

4. Self-coding was effective in increasing such positively-valued
behaviors as leading questions, probing questions, extending
responses, and questions and responses in general.

5. No factor other than sell-coding and no identifiable interaction
of factors was shown to have an effect on the verbal teaching
behavior of pre-service intermediate teachers.

6. For one additional factor, inquiry orientation, estimated effects
show a ,consistent trend: substantial decrease in rheWrical
questions, greater increase in leading questions than in probing,
major decrease in instruction, increase in questions and responses,
decrease in percentage of teacher talk and length of teacher utter-
ance, increase in percentage of pupil talk and length of pupil utter-
ance. This trend must be interpreted with caution since subjects
were not randomly assigned to the no treatment control group.
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FIfects of:0110d sOf-angivr4i!. Guided self-analysis contributed to a
substantial decrease in instruction with a concomitant increase in questions and
responses. Moreover it enabled the teacher to change the nature of his questions
and responses. Fewer questions were rhetorical and basic, more were leading and
probing in nature,. A decrease in responses limited pupil thinking was accompluded
by an increase in responses exlending pupil thinking. These findings indicate that
for the population under Qonsideration Program III of the GSA was effective in
achieving the purpose for which it was dekligriedo.

The theory suggests that teachers will experience dissonance when the
analys'is of their own behavior shows it to be discrepant with the ideals incorporated.
in the coding schedules. The observations of the investigator and the reports of sub-
jects suggest that they do indeed experience dissonance upon engaging in self-analysis.
Subjects reported guilt feelings associated with such behaviors as asking a basic
question. Further evidence of dissonance is the manifestation of 'behaviors apparently
directed to reducing the resulting tension by lessening the dissonance. Almost all
subjects 'attempted to rationalize the discrepancy on the occasion of first undergoing
self-analysis. Some attempted to dismiss the GSA schedule as not reflecting the
"more important" aspects of their personality, e g , warmth. Others expressed
suspicion of the "validity of quantifying" behavior. Some placed the responsibility
for their teaching "style" on the pupils, the master teacher or the curriculum.
The presence of the camera was also blamed far the subject's apparent shortcomings.

"Resistance" and rationalization tended to decrease on the occasion of the
second experience in self-analysis and to drop off sharply on the third. The change
is indicated by such statements as, "the camera and stranger in the room seemul
to create an artificial classroom situation, at least during the first and seconds
taping." Characterizations of behavior were accompanied by fewer "excuses," and
statements of purpose reflected less qualified commitment to the standards incor-
porated in the schedules. This trend probably indicates that reintegration of a
subject's cognitive map involves increasing internalization of concepts contained in
the GSA and also that the positive reinforcement received by means of observed
behavior change lessens the need for rationalization. Once the subject has demon-
strated his ability to reduce the discrepancy by reconstructing his own behavior,
he is less dependent on the defense mechanism of rationalization to maintain per-
soriâlity integration.

Available data support the theory that the teacher who engages in guided
self-analysts is enabled to reconstruct his behavior. The knowledge and self-
awareness he gains in the process of observing his own behavior and making the
discriminations required in tallying the frequency of behaviors, form the basis for
conscious decisions to modify behavior in particular ways. This may be illustrated
at the simplest level by the subject who expressed amazement at the number of
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times she used the work "okay." According to her own tally she said, "okay,"
twenty-nine times in ten minutes. One week later, in a similar discussion, the
frequency had dropped to eight. On first consideration this may appear trivial
but it is illustrative of the sensitivity teachers develop to the nature of their
own interventions in classroom dialogue.

Sensitivity to the pattern and flow of classroom interaction was demon-
strated in a variety of ways. One subject early progressed beyond computing the
relative frequency arid prbportion of specific behaviors to observe that she wished
to "build a continuum of thinking rather than a series of acknowledged responses."
Another observed that she and her pupils were acting in parallel much of the time and
were interacting with each other very little. Some subjects demonstrated concern
with patterns of interaction by examining the nature of pupil responses in extra
viewings of their video tapes. Several explored the relationship between their own
basic and leading questions and their probing questions and extending respdnses.
One subject noted that several pupils who appeared to be carrying on an unrelated
private discussion on the periphery of the group were in fact discussing ideas
central to the lesson. Another observed that pupil excitement seemed to be directly
related to peer group interaction.

Almost all who underwent self-analysis. noted that when pupils were
deeply involved in the discussion they tended to ask probing, questions themselves.
this led some 'to determine that they would prefer to become a catalyst in the dis-
cussion rather than the focal point of all interaction. Subjects were intrigued by
their "discoveries" about the relatedness of verbal behavior and in some cases,
expressed amazement at the frequency of their own unpurposive interventions.

Subjects' tendency to place on others the responsibility for their own
teaching behavior has been noted. Although this is to some extent rationalization,
it may also reflect awareness of social reality. The social context in which,,
teaching behavior is set, the school, may be viewed as a prescribed set of-toles.
Roles are interactional and complementary and any role pair involves the expecta-
tions of one and the sanctions of the other. Major deviance on the part of a
student teacher from the sanctions of master teacher or pupils is likely to meet
with resistance. One subject faced this situation and complained that her role
in Social Studies was determined by the pattern established by her master
teacher and pupils in which pupils always read a few pages orally and answered
basic questions asked by the teacher. Another cited her own tendency to use the
master teacher as a model and to imitate the behavior she observed.

Although some subjects found it hard to modify established patterns of
interaction, guided self-analysis prompted them to identify specific ways in which
some such patterns were dysfunctional in terms of avowed goals. They were
particularly critical of certain stereotyped patterns inherent in textbook and cur-
riculum material devised to be "teacher proof," i.e., to prescribe a specific
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pattern of teacher-pupil interaction.

In spite of their observations about the inertia of social patterns and the
difficulty of modifying them subjects demonstrated ability to change their behavior sub-
stantially and, in so doing, to affect patterns of interaction with others . Thus their
observations may be considered as evidence of growing insight into the nature of social
interaction and awareness of the interactive effects of their own behavior and the be-
havior of others. In some ewes, teachers who engaged in self-analysis transacted
different roles with pupils . When they behaved in different ways toward pupils, those
pupils in response demonstrated capabilities beyond the expectations of the teachers,
who, in turn, responded differently to them. Those modified transactions summed to
substantially different complementary roles.

Effects of self-confrontation and behavior codisz. The theory suggests
that actual coding of one's own behavior is necessary if substantial change is to
be accomplished. It could be argued that repeated self-confrontation on video tape
would enable a teacher to develop a more realistic perception of his actual teach-
ing behavior and thereby increase his ability to modify his behavior at will. It
could also be argued that the learning of a coding system, would provide a con-
ceptual framework for consideration of the teaching-learning process and thereby
enable a teacher to modify his own behavior rationally. The combination of these
two factors, behavior coding and self-confrontation, might, therefore, be considered
sufficient to provide for substantial reconstruction of teaching behavior. This study
was designed to determine the extent to which these arguments would be supported
by empirical evidence.

Self-confrontation using video tape had no statistically significant effect
on the verbal behavior of pre-service intermediate teachers. For those subjects
who experienced only self- confrontation., responses throughout were similar to the
initial responses of subjects who underwent guided self-ari.alysis. Much of their
attention was directed to their physical appearance and to obvious mannerisms in
speech and gesture. Several subjects expressed surprise, for example, at the
length of their own hair. Some noted that they had changed their behavior to, the
extent of lessening the frequency of a distracting mannerism. When their obser-
vation extended to the pupils, they tended to note evidence of disengagement or
disruption. Most did not relate this to their own behavior in any more specific
way than to suggest that they must make their lessons "more interesting." Some
subjects displayed a striking lack of sensitivity to the effect of their interventions
on the dynamics of group interaction. One teacher effectively "tuned out" a pupil
then failed to see any relation. between his response and the subsequent disruption.

One subject in this treatment group proved to be a notable exception
and the frequency of her probing questions and extending responses accounted for
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almost half the total in her group of eight teachers. Tier previous academic
achievement, scores on Graduate Record Examinations and evidence from
observation suggest that she =El perhaps the most intelligent and sensitive
subject in the study. it would appear that elements in her personality and
experience enabled her to substantially modify her teaching behavior under
stimulus conditions insufficient to promote behavior change in others.

The experience of behavior coding, alone was not sufficient to account
for a statistically significant effeci, on the verbal behavior of subjects in this
study. Subjects demonstrated their 'ability to code the behavior of others with
reasonable reliability without apparently gaining very much insight into the nature
of their own behavior. They used the ianguage of the GSA in describing their
teaching experience and appeared to assu.m9 that their teaching behavior reflected
the same reality their language did. The most extreme discrepancy may have
been the subject whose Science demonstration illustrating water power was. accom-
panied by a constant torrent of questions. Pupils could hardly get in a word,
much less express a thought yet the teacher later expressed confidence that her
"probing" questions had stimulated pupil thinking. The performance of this group
may be considered illustrative of the capacity of the human mind for selective
perception. The individual tends to perceive that which confirms his assumptions
about the nature of reality. Subjects found the GSA concepts of desirable teacher
behavior congenial to their professional image of the teacher. They then focused
on evidence, no matter how tenuous, that their own teaching behavior reflected
that image.

Subjects who experienced both self-confrontation and behavior coding
claimed a .resulting increase in confidence, self-awareness, and objectivity with
regard to their own behavior. They felt that they had modified their behavior in
terms of the GSA criteria although analysis revealed no statistically significant
effect for either factor or for the interaction of the two factors. Several claimed
increasing awareness of a tendency toward teacher domination and expressed a
commitment to greater pupil involvement and pupil-direction in discussion.

One subject gave *evidence of substantial behavior change which may
have resulted frolic). the unique strategy she developed for analyzing her, ,own
teaching behavioru She repeatedly focused on specific points in the lesson she
was Viewing and asked herself such questions as, "flow could t use probing ques-
tions and extending responses to improve the quality of interaction and promote
pupil thinking at this point ?" Examination of her strategy reveals that although
she did not tally the frequency of specific behaviors, she did examine those
behaviors sufficiently intensively to be able to discriminate between them. She
then worked to devise alternative strategies for use in similar contexts and
consciously attempted to implement those alternatives in later teaching. 'Her
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motivation to improve her performance was sufficiently strong that she took
advantage of the experiences provided and devised a personal strategy which
incorporated elements of guided self-analysis.

For 13 oh e ts who did not undergo guided self-analysis, little evidence
of dissonance appeared to accompany sclf-confrontation or behavior coding. Ex-
pression of guilt feelings aryl attempts to rationalize were atypical for them unlike
those who actually coded their own behavior. This suggests that selective per-
ception was sufficient for them to maintain personality integration without exten-
sive resort to other mechanisms of ego defense.

Self-confrontation does indeed provide a teacher with the opportunity
to make a realistic assessment of his own teaching behavior. Learning a system
for categorizing teaching behavior and applying it to the analysis of another
teacher's behavior does provide a framework for conceptualizing the teaching-
learning process. However, the evidence suggests that the actual coding of one's
own behavior is required to activate the effects of the other two factors suffi-
ciently for the effect to be observable in behavior. The effects of self-confronta-
tion and behavior coding appear to be largely lost apart from the dissonance induced
by the intensive experience of tallying the frequency of specific behaviors in one's
.own functioning as a teacher. Once that experience is provided the 'other two fac-
tors become operative in the reintegration of cognitive structure and the reorgani-
zation of behavior.

Effects of irgi ,I.23:.Lsejentation. A consistent trend in the data suggests
that the curriculum course effected a decrease in rhetorical questions, an increase
in leading questions, a decrease in proportion of teacher talk devoted to instruction,
and an increase in both questions and responses. rrhese changes in, the quality of
teacher talk were accompanied by a decrease in the proportion of teacher talk and
in the average length of teacher utterance and an increase in the proportion of
pupil talk and average length of pupil, utterance.

It has been noted that subjects who experienced self-confrontationf and
behavior coding expressed the belief that they had modified their behavior in terms
of the GSA criteria. By comparison with the no treatment control group they had
so modified their behavior even though it remained equivalent with that manifested
by those who only took the Social Science curriculum course. It is possible that
the effect of the curriculum course masked an effect which would have occurred
without it as a result of self-confrontation and/or behavior coding.

A major element 531 the curriculum course was the modeling of desirable
teacher behavior manifested both in video tape excerpts and in the behavior of the
instructor.. On more than one occasion pre-service teachers in the curriculum
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cc.urse without invitation, subjected their instructor's behavior to analysis using
the coding schedules of the GSA. Several subjects independently informed the
investigator that his exemplification or teaching behaviors had made a major
contribution to their learning. Most of these subjects were in the group which
had experienced guided self-analysis. )t may be more than coincidental that
the teacher who shows the greatest willingness to emulate a model is the one
who has analyzed his own behavior, found it inadequate, and is seeking for
alternative modes of behavior.

atjaKesi_ fsTiurtlier Researqh

The current study was designed solely to determine the effects on the
verbal behavior of pre-service teachers of three factors inherent the GSA ap-
proach to professional development. Tentative answers have been found for the
questions asked. However, the effect of guided self-analysis over an extended
period of time remains to be studied. Effects might also be investigated by
methods other than using the coding schedules themselves. Different populations,
e.g., pre-service and in-service teachers could be studied and the effects on
pupils must be examined together with the impact on the school as a social system.

The extent to which modified teaching behavior stabilizes and perseveres
over an extended period of time must be of concern in any program for profes-
sional development. The theory suggests that behavior change accompanied by
change in cognitive structure will tend to endure. The collection and analysis of
data about the teaching behavior of subjects in this study after a period of months
or ec?en, years had elapsed would contribute to answering this question although
interpretation of findings would be rendered difficult by uncontrolled intervening
variables in the divergent histories of the respective subjects.

Further investigation should be undertaken to gain greater information
about the behavior change which takes place in teachers who experience gilided
self-analysis. One might ask whether such teachers merely acquire a different
profile of teaching behavior which in turn becomes just as stable across different
contexts as that of the most rigid teaditional teacher, and perhaps just as resistant
to change. The theory and present data would suggest that increased sensitivity to
social interaction, increased self-awareness, and the analytical skill to examine
his own behavior would render the teacher more flexible and capable of adapting
his behavior according to his purposes. The question requires further empirical
investigation.

The implementation of a GSA program for both student teachers and
master teachers would provide the basis for an interesting study. Although some
pre-service teachers seek to emulate their master teachers, others consciously
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define their identity eontra.distinction to. that of their master teacher. They
view themselves as social revolutionaries and in order to maintain that. role,
must view their master -4.:achers or at least most teachers) as reactionary.
The words, "You think bad. Yo u should see -my master teacher I...,"
are frequently heard as student teachers exchange "atrocity stories" about their
"traditional" x.n.fisrer teaehers, Allowing the student teacher alone to participate

gaided sell- analysis does litue for his relationship with the master teacher.
The pre-service teacher develops a cognitive structure for which the experienced
teacher lack equivalence and, unless there is a strong desire to transact equiva-
lence, little productive communication will take place. Encouraging both to ex-
perience guided self - analysis Tnight facilitate the establishment of dialogue and a
co-operative approach to their mutual goal of promoting learning.

The divergent orientation of pre-service and in-service teachers has
been noted. It is illustrative of the dialectical process of which Mannheim wrote
in Ideology and pia (Mannheim, 1936). One element appears to be committed
to maintenance of the piallig_aga, the other to transforming the start quo. Many
student teachers experience considerable ambivalence about receiving the sanction
of their master teacher. The theory suggests that the effectiveness of the GSA
depends on tapping identity aspects which have groat salience for the individual.
If indeed the GSA proves to effect behavior change in both pre-service and in-
service teachers, it would be of interest to determine the source of salience for
each. It might be, for example, that the emphasis on teaching for inquiry has
salience for the in-service teacher because it coincides with his professional
image which includes verbal assent to the goal of "teaching for thinking." Teach-
ing for inquiry may have salience for the pre-service teacher because of its con-.
gruence with his image of himself as a social revolutionary. Giving the pupil
greater autonomy is consistent with his slogan of "power to the people." These
questions, too, can be studied empirically.

The ultimate evaluation of any prngrarn for professional development
must employ criteria other than teacher behavior iv. se. Such a program is
intended to promote learning and it is to the pupils that one must turn in order
to determine a program's effectiveness. In the evaluation of the GSA attention
must be given to its effect on pupil achievement, pupil attitude, and the develop-
ment of social skills and thinking skills.

Planned 1c9n.3enta..ticaLof GSA Pr_...2.9.apa_iLs

Pre-service. The Professional Development Program at Simon
Fraser University is incorporating the GSA into a four-month internship phase
of the student teacher's experience. Master teachers will be encouraged to
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engage in GSA concurrently with their student teachers. The following effects are
anticipated:

Incrcase in the abilit! of student tenhers to plan and
carry on a progrant of profeffisional developmee and
to learn from their e;:perienee.

2. A more productive ye/ationship between student teacher
and master teacher facilitated by transaction of greater
equivalence in cognitive structuring of the teaching/
learning process.

3. Increased in-service effect from service as a master
teacher and, therefore, enhancement of a mutually
beneficial relationship between the university and the
schools,

In-service. In addition to the in-service training effect of participation
in pre-service eductation, teachers will be provided the opportunity of engaging in
a new type of M.A. program focused upon professional development. In the first
summer of the program, the teacher prepares a plan for his own development.
His own classroom will be the laboratory setting and he will undertake a project'
in curriculum development or instructional programming. Summer and extension
courses will be undertaken not for isolated credit but to gain specific competencies
required for an individual project. The GSA will be a required integral part of
the program to enable the teacher to gain a more realistic perception of his teach-
ing behavior so that his M.A. program will affect his actual performance.

proaras_t cwaluation. Empirical data will be collected systematically
on these applications of the GSA procedure so that programs can be evaluated
and modified on the basis of evidence rather than feelings.



TABLE VIII

OBSERVED SUBCLASS MEANS

GENERAL INDEX OF INTERACTION.
,BOM

Dependent variable

Subclass SubscrL2t* General index of interaction

1 1111 5.82590

2 1112 2.85438

3 11.22 2.30419

4 1212 .2.85178

5.
1222 3.30704

6 2222 1.59045

*The subscript numerals refer to two levels level 1 - included and
level 2 - excluded) of the four treatment factors (inquiry
orientation, self-confrontation, behavior coding and self-coding)
respectively.



TABLE IX

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

GENERAL INDEX OF INTERACTION

Source of
variation

..OVM,MI~IWOMOINIMMI101..

Degrees of Hypothesis
freedom mean square F* P<

Inquiry orientation 1

Self-confrontation 1

Behavior coding' 1

Self-coding 1

9.8143 2.9624 .0926

2.0010 .6040 .4415

.0180 .0054 .9416

47.4873 14.3326 .0005

Residual 42 3.3130

*Critical value -'6155717ro) = 4.06'



TABLE X

STANDARDIZED LEAST-SQUARES ESTIMATES OF EFFECTS*

GENERAL INDEX OF INTERACTION



Teacher
Questions

Sub- Sub- 14+14

class script*

11raomow......

1 1111

2 1112

3 1122

4 1212

5 1222

6 2222

TABLE XI

OBSERVED SUBCLASS MEANS

INDICES OF INTERACTION

Teacher
Responses

Dependent variable

Teacher Percentage
Talk Total Talk

At&
Teacher

Length of
Utterance

1.91936

.67154

.50937

.84124

.42989

..16269

.31792 . 2.89095

. 12478. 1.35207

.16424 1.13572

:09527 1.39534

. 10346 2.02235

.06459 .97776

_Emil_
Teacher

"411..11.1.01.

.69672 .69862

.90787 .50410

.54393 .44578

. 49695 ..54293

. 76939 .73328

.39975 .37226

7The subscript numerals refer to two levels (level 1 - included and
level 2 - excluded) of the four treatment factors (inquiry
orientation, self-confrontation, behavior coding and self-coding)

respectively.



// TABLE XIII.

MULTIVARIATE ANOVA HYPOTHESIS TEST

EFFECTS OF INQUIRY ORIENTATION

fte *Ai
Goa.

Variable Mean Univariatp F* p_itathan
*W,r Woota* 44041..A. rrOw...

1. Questioning .4981 1.2625 .2676
ratio

2. Response .0100 .3807
ratio

3. Teacher talk 3.1778 2.4699
ratio

4. Pupil/teacher .2027 .3903
talk ratio

5. Length of .4083 2.3944
utterance

ratio

.5406

.1236

.5356

.1293

*F.05 (I ' 42) = 4.06 (critical value for uiliva:riate tests

Multivariate test'

s
= .1230 d.f. = 5 and 38

F = 1.0656 p < .3946



TABLE XIV

MULTIVARIATE ANOVA HYPOTHESIS TEST

EFFECTS OF SELF-CONFRONTATION

..msmage.Iftr..1. ,WW.* .0..M.WOmmml.......Faralor

Variable Mean square Univariate F* p less than

1. Questioning .0163 .0413 .8401

ratio

2. Response .0163 .6231 .4344
ratio

3. Teacher talk 1.7294
ratio

4. Pupil /teacher .0688

talk ratio

5. Length of .2130
utterance

ratio

1.3442 ,2529

.1325 .7177

1.2491 .2701

*F
.05

(1, 42) = 4.06 (critical value for uj;iiiiarieWs7

Multivariate test

Os = .1852

F = 1.7269

d.f. = 5 and 38

p < .1520



TABLE XV

MULTIVARIATE ANOVA HYPOTHESIS TEST

EFFECTS OF BEHAVIOR CODING

Variable Mean square, Univariate F* n less than

1. Questioning
index

2, Response
,

index

3. Teacher talk
index

4. Pupil/teacher
talk index

5. Length of
utterance
index

*F.05 (1, 42)

.6578
. 1.6674

.0045 .1735

.3373 .2622

.0167 .0322

.0349 .2044

=,4.0653itical value for univariate tests)

Multivariate test

Os .1344

F = 1.1803

d.f. = 5 and 38

p < .3369

.2037

.6792

.6114

.8584

.6535



TABLE XVI

MULTIVARIATE ANOVA HYPOTHESIS TEST

EFFECTS OF SELF-CODING

Variable

NwNOMNP.......=

Mean spare Univariate F44. gless than

1. Questioning 6.4251 16.2850 .0003
index

2. Response .1570 5.9996 .0186
index

3. Teacher talk 13.9955 10.8780 .0020
index

4. Pupil/teacher .0124 .0239 .8780
talk index

5. Length of .3021 . 1.7665 .1910
utterance
index

*F = 4.06 Taritical value for univariate tests.05

Multivariate test

°S = .3471

= 4.0409

d.f. = 5 and 38

p < .0049



TABLE XVII

MULTIVARIATE ANOVA HYPOTHESIS TEST

EFFECTS OF SELF-CONFRONTATION, BEHAVIOR CODING INTERACTION

.......111.

Variable

.11.0111011.111.11.111*(

Mean square Univariate F* p less than

1. Questioning .1242 .3147 .5778.

index

2. Response .0020 .0747 .7460

index

3. Teacher talk 1.4225 1.1056 .2991

index .

4. Pupil/teacher .8100 1.5599 .2186

talk index

5. Length of .1237 .7253 .3993

utterance
index

*F 4. critical for univariate tests

Multivariate test.

Os = .0844

F = .7007

d.f. = 5 and 38

p < .6264



TABLE XVIII

STANDARDIZED LEAST-SQUARES ESTIMATES OF EFFECTS*

INDICES OF INTERACTION

11...004

Teacher Teacher Teacher
Questions Responses Talk

Function L + P E Q +
R+ B C I+ D +0 Teacher

Percentage
Total Tqlk

Length of
Utterance

Pupil
Teacher

1

2

3

4

5

6

.426365

-.071820

456552

1.986658

-.099172

. 240235 .920912

II

.512961 .874328

.279408 -.409900 .128684 -4395156

-.147219- -.181195 .063489 -.159869

1.193696 '1.356678 -.293020 .471107

.048331 .185877 .220788 .150569

Function 1 General mean

2 Inquiry orientation - no inquiry orientation

3 Self-confrontation - no self-confrontation

4 Behavior coding - no behavior coding

5 Self-coding - no self-coding

6 Interaction, self-confrontation and behavior coding

*Estimates are standardized by dividing the least-squares estimate
by the standard deviation of the appropriate variable,



TABLE XIX

STANDARDIZED LEAST-SQUARES ESTIMATES OF EFFECTS*

QUESTIONING STRATEGIES

Estimates (standardized)

Rinction Toacher questions
Rhetorical Basic Leading Probing

1. General mean I 0 I

2. Inquiry orientation - -1.071 -.118 .767 .379
no inquiry orientation

3. Self-confrontation - .669 -.335 -.154 .193
no self-confrontation

4. Behavior'coding- -.416 -.410 .574 .185
no behavior coding

.5. Self-coding -.844 -.733 .868 1.000
no self-coding

6. /nteractiono.solf- -.156 .208 -.324 .182
confrontation and
brihavior*coding

*Estimates are standardized by dividing the least-squares estimate
by the standard deviation of the appropriate variable.



TABLE XX

OBSERVED SUBCLASS MEANS

QUESTIONING STRATEGIES

Subclass Subscrigt*

1 1111

2 1112

3 1122

4 1212

5 1222

6 2222

Dependent variable
Percentage of teacher questions

Rhetorical Basic Leading Probing

9.6500 31.2375 36.1756 22.9375

19.7750 43.8625 23.7750 12.5750

28.5125 43.8875 24.8125 6.9000

15.5000 42.4500 35.2125 *6.8125

16.7375 56.8250 17.7625 :8.6625

2.9.5875 58.8625 ,6.815' :44:'/W5

The subscript numerals refer to two levels (level 1 - included andlevel 2 - excluded) of the four treatment factors (inquiry
orientation, self-confrontation, behavior coding and self-coding)
respectively.



TABLE XXI

STANDARDIZED LEAST-SQUARES ESTIMATES OF EFFECTS*

RESPONSE STRATEGIES

Estimates (standardized)

Function Teacher responses
Closure Sustaining Extending,

1. General mean f It

2. Inquiry orientation - -.204 -.057 .269
no inquiry orientation

3. Self-confrontation - .438 -.539 .253

no self-confrontation

4. Behavior coding - .127 -.056 -.067

no behavior coding

5. Self - coding - -.713 -.412 1.141

no self-coding

6. Interaction, self- -.051 .039 -.011

confrontation and
behavior coding

*Estimates are standardized by dividing the least-squares estimate
by the standard deviation of the appropriate variable.



TABLE XXII

OBSERVED SUBCLASS MEANS

RESPONSE STRATEGIES

Subclass Subscript*

1 1111

2 1112

3 1122

4 1212

5 1222 .

6 2222

Dependent variable

Percentage of teacher responses
Closure Sustaining Extending

9.6375 67.1375 22.4875

.17.0500 72.5625 10.3875

16.8000 72.2625 11.3250

13.5625 78.6250 7.9375

11.1750 .80.3875 8.4125

13.3000 81.1375 5.5625

*The subacript numerals refer to two levels (level 1 - included and
level 2 - excluded) of the four treatment factors (inquiry
orientation, self-confrontation, behavior. coding and self-coding)
respectively.
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TABLE XXIII

STANDARDIZED LEAST-SQUARES ESTIMATES OF EFFECTS*

TOTAL TEACHER TALK

*,1M=0*
Estimates (standardized)

Function Total teacher talk
Instruction Questions Responses Discipline 'Other.=iia.

1 e
2 -1.295 1.059 .544 .679 L..139

3 .581 -.348 -.314 -.340 -.662

4 .180 .017 -.213 -.444 -.015

5 -1.012 .515 .965 .409 .092

6 -.214 .291 .413 -.020 -.192

*Estimates are standardized by dividing the least-squares estimateby the standard deviation of the appropriate variable.

Rinction 1 General mean

2 Inquiry orientation - no inquiry orientation

3 Self-confrontation no self-confrontation

4 Behavior coding - no behavior coding

5 'Self-coding - no self-coding

6 Interaction, self-confrontation and behavior coding



1 ^ ^

TADYR XXIV

OBSERVED SUBCLASS MEANS

TOTAL TEACHER TALK
**A.., wO.o..0* 4M.Wmal..wwegooremsONelag....MNIIMINOWAIIIM...P ...w*wo

Deatylent variable

Sub- Sub- Percentage of total teacher talk
class script* Instruction Questions Responses Discipline Other
..M.........,1111PM

1 11.11. 28.3875 44.7500 23.1375 1.7500 1.6750

2 1112 43.5375 38.2625 15.9500 .5750 1.5250

3 1122 47.2500 30.7250 17.7375 1.9625 2.1750

4 1212 41.2375 35.3250 18.4875 1.6625 3.2250

5 1222 32.1375 42.4250 19.8750 2.8250 2.6250

6 2222 51.5375 29.0875 15.8250 .8750 2.8500

*Tile subscript numerals refer to two levels (level 1 - included and:,
level 2 - excluded) of the four treatment factors (inquiry,
orientation, self-confrontation, behavior coding and self-coding)
respectively.
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